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ABSTRACT. Singular integrals with non standard truncations (intervals) are considered. Under the assumption that the limit of the truncations
belongs to L1 (w) , it is shown that the truncated integrals converge to its limit
in £1(v) where (v,w) satisfies an A1type condition.

1. NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS.
.

By Rn we denote the n-dimensional

, ,

euclidean space. As usual, the norm of

n

x ERn

is the number

Ixl

=

(L xn

1/2

and

i=1

for t > 0, the ball B t centered at the origin is the set {x: Ixl < t}. If A is a Lebesgue
measurable set, we denote its measure by IAI and the characteristic function of A by

XA(X) .
Let f(x) be a measurable function. The Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mf(x)
is defined as

Mf(x) = sup IQI- 1
zEQ

f If(y)ldy,
lQ

where Q is any cube in Rn.
If u( x) ~ 0 is a locally integrable function and A is a measurable set, its measure with
respect to the weight u(x) is denoted by u(A) = fA u(x)dx. A measurable function
f belongs to L1(u) if Ilfll£1(,.) =
If(x)lu(x)dx is finite. If u == 1 then we simply
write IIfllL1 and L1, as usual.

fR"

We shall say that a pair of non-negative and measurable functions
if

(1.1)

IQI-1

r

lQ v(x)dx:5 c ess.inf
zEQ

1.11(X) ,

(v,~)

belongs to A1
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where Q is any cube in R n and c is a constant not depending on Q. The least
constant c such that (1.1) holds is called the constant of the pair (v, w) in the class
A 1 • We observe that condition (1:1) holds if and only if Mv(x) ~ cw(x) a.e .. In the
case v == w, we simply write wEAl.
Let S(x) be the even function defined on R n

(1.2)
where x = (Xl, ... ,x n ) and St(x) = rnS(x/t). We shall say that a pair of non
negative and measurable functions (v, w) belongs to the class A1 if there exists a finite
constant c such that

sup(St * v)(x)
t>o

(1.3)

~

cw(x)

holds almost everywhere in x. The least constant c satisfying (1.3) shall be called the
constant of the pair (v, w) in the class A 1 • If v == w , we simply write wEAl.
Let k(x) = O(x )Ixl- n be a measurable function defined on Rn - {O}. Let us assume
that 0 satisfies
(i) for every

.x> 0

and xi- 0, O(.xx) = O(x) ,

(ii) O(x) is bounded on Rn - {O},

IE O(x)du., = 0, where

(iii)

~ is the unit sphere, ~

= {x : Ixl = I}

and du., is the

element of surface area,
(iv) if w(t)

=

sup sup 10(x + h) - O(x)1 then the Dini condition
Iklst .,EE

1°
1

.
dt
w(t)- <
t

00

holds.
We say that a function k(x) satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) is a singular integral kernel
and that KBf(x) , where

(1.4)

KBf(x) = lim KB.f(X) = lim
t-+O+

is the corresponding singular integral of

t-+O+

1

.,-y rf:- B.

k(x - y)f(y)dy

f at the point x

E Rn, whenever it exists.

Let {Rth>o be a family of n-dimensional intervals centered at the origin with sides
parallel to the axes. Let R t = {x: IXil ~ lPi(t) , 1 ~ i ~ n}.

(1.5) DEFINITION We shall say that the family of intervals {Rth>o is admissible if
the functions lPi(t) satisfy
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(i) there exists io such that 'f"o~t) = t and for every i, i -I- i o , I.f'i(t) ;:: t holds,
(ii) for every i, lim I.f'i(t) = 0 and
t->O+

(iii) for each i, lim I.f'i(t)/t exists (this lirrit may be equal to infinity).
t->o+

We can assume that io = n. Let

KR.J(X) =

1

k(x - y)f(y)dy .

",-yf/:R,

We shall call K R , f the singular integral truncated by the interval R t and
(1.6)

KRf(x) = lim KR.J(X)
t->O+

the singular integral associated to the family {R t } , whenever this limit exists.
2. STATEMENTS OF THE RESULT.
Singular integrals with non-standard
truncations of the type (1.5) were considered by E.O. Harboure in [3]. In that paper,
norm inequalities in LP, 1 < p < 00, for singular integral operators KRf and the
maximal singular integral operator Kjd were obtained. For the case of p = 1 , weak
type estimates are shown to hold. Some years later, H. Aimar and E.O. Harboure
introduced in [1] new techniques to deal with the weighted case, generalizing the results

of[3].
In the present paper, we study the convergence in L1 (v), of the truncated singular
integrals with non standard truncations of the type considered by E.O. Harboure, under
the assumption that both f and KRf belong to LI (w ). The case of K B f , that is to
say, the case of ordinary truncations by a family of balls with weights was considered
by O.N. Capri and C. Segovia in [2]. For rather general singular integral kernels and
pairs of weights we refer to the paper of L. de Rosa and C. Segovia [4].
The main result of this paper is the following theorem:
(2.1) THEOREM. Let (v,w) belong to Al and let {Rt}t>o be an admissible family
of n-dimensional intervals. Let k( x) be a singular integral kernel. Then, if fELl (w)
the function KRf(x) , introduced in (1.6) is well defined almost everywhere. Moreover,
if KRf(x) belongs to L1(w), we have:
(i)

IIKR .JII£1(v)::::; c(llfll£1(w) + IIKRfll£1(w))
not depend on either t or f .

(ii)

lim IIKR.J - KRfll£1(v)

t->o+

= O.

If WEAl, then (i) and (ii) hold taking v

=w.

for every t > O. The constant

c does
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3. PROOFS.

In order to prove the theorem we shall need some results.

We begin with the following proposition which gives a characterization of the class AI:
(3.1) PROPOSITION.
ity

Let St(x) be the function defined in (1.2). Then, the inequal-

liSt * JIIL1(v) :::; C IIJIIL1(w)

(3.2)

holds for every t > 0 with a constant c not depending on t and J , if and only if (v, w)
belongs to AI'
Proof.
If (v,w) E Al and assuming as we can that J
function, we have
j (St

* f)(x)v(x)dx

= j J(y)(St

~ 0,

since St(x) is an even

= j j J(y)St(x - y)v(x)dx dy

* v)(y)dy

:::; c j J(y)w(y)dy ,

where c is the constant of (v, w) in the class AI.
Let us assume that (3.2) holds, then

j J(x)(St

* v)(x)dx

= j(St

* f)(x)v(x)dx

:::; c j J(x)w(x)dx .

Thus, (St *v)(x) :::; cw(x) for almost every x ERn. The set where the inequality does
not hold, may depend on t. However, since for p < q, Sp{x) :::; (q/p)nSq(x) , we get
that
sup(St
t>o

* v)(x)

is equal to the supremum taken on the positive rational numbers. Then, for almost
every x E Rn
sup(St
t>o
(3.3) PROPOSITION.

Proof.
in Rn.

* v)(x)

:::; cw(x) .

If the pair (v,w) belongs to AI, then it also belongs to AI.

This follows from the fact that S( x) ~ 2- n XB( x), where B is the unit ball

(3.4) LEMMA.

Let w belong to AI. There exists r, 0:::; r < 1, such that
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holds for any cube Q and any interval R, such that R C Q with
depending on the constant of w in Al and r only.
Proof.
Then

Since wEAl, there exists rJ

> a such that

w1+'1/

E AI' Let

Cw

r

a constant

= 1/(1 + rJ).

By the condition Al on w(x)1+'1/, we get

(3.6) PROPOSITION.

The weight w belongs to Al if and only if w belongs to AI'

Proof.
If wEAl, Proposition (3.3) shows that wEAl. Now, let w belong to AI'
For every non negative integer k, let Rk be the interval centered at the origin, with
sides parallel to the axes of length 2k+1, ... , 2k+1, 2, and Qk :J Rk the cube with sides
of length 2k+1. It is easy to check that
00

S(x) ~ 2n LTnkXRk(X) .
k=O

Therefore,
00

St(x) ~ 2nC n LTnkXtRk(X) .
k=O

(St*W)(X)~2ncnf:Tnk f
= 4n

f:

Tklx

+ tR kl- I

=

x

+ tQk

l.

w(y)dy.

:c+tRk

k=O

Then, taking Q

w(y)dy

j"'+tRk

k=O

in Lemma (3.4), we obtain
00

(St

* W )(x) ~ cw 4n LTk2kr ess. inf w(y)
k=O

~ cw 4n(21-r /(2 1 -

yE:c+tQk
r

Thus, we have shown that w belongs to Al .

-l))Mw(x) ~ cw(x)

a.e.
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We shall give an example showing that for pairs of weights, the class Al is strictly
contained in A 1 . Let V(Xl,X2) = IX1IX[-1,lj(x2), (Xl,X2) E R2. After some elementary computations it can be shown that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function
MV(Xl,X2) = W(Xl,X2) satisfies W(Xl,X2) ::; IXll 1. As it is well known, the pair
(v,w) E A 1 • Let I(Xl,X2) = XQ(Xl,X2), Q = [-1,1]2. This function 1 belongs to
Ll (w ) , however S *1 does not belong to P (v) and by Proposition (3.1) the pair (v, w)
can not belong to A 1 • In fact, if IX21 < 1/2, then

+

Thus

/(S*

f)(x)V(X) dX l dx 2 ;:::

/(3 !1~~~I)2

dXl =

+00.

We observe that Proposition (3.6) holds for a pair of weights (v, w) provided that there
exists r, 0 ::; r < 1 , such that
(3.7)
holds for every cube Q and every interval R, Q :J R. This is the two weight analogous
of (3.5) in Lemma (3.4).
However, as the following example shows, the condition (3.7) is not necessary for a pair
(v, w) of weights to belong to A 1 •
Let V(Xl, X2) = XQ(Xl, X2) where Q = [-1,1]2 and W(Xl, X2) = MV(Xl, X2)' It can be
easily shown that MV(X17X2) Ri (1 + Ixl)-2. On the other hand, if RN = [-N,N] x
[-1,1] and QN = [-N,N]2, N;::: 1, we have

r V(Xl,X2)dx l dx 2 = liN
JRN

IRN I- 1 .

ess.inf Mv(x) ::; c(l
ZEQN

+ N)-2

and

.

Then, if we assume (3.7), we get

This inequality is false for any given c and N large enough. However, we shall show
that. (v,w) belongs to A 1 • In fact, since
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Then

{St

* V)(Xl,X2)::; 2{5/2)2(1 + IXll + IX21)-2
::; 50(1 + IXll + IX21)-2 .

11

Xt(l x 2 - Y21)XQ(Yl,Y2)dYl dY2

If IX21 ::; 1 + t andlxll < 3, we distinguish two cases: t < 1 and t ~ 1. In the first
case we have 1 + 1;£11 + IX21 ::; 6. Thus,

1

(St * V)(Xl,X2)::; 18(1 + IXll
=

+ IX21)-2
72{1 + IXll + IX21)-2.

XQ(Yl,Y2)dYl dY2

Therefore, we have shown that for every t > 0,

(St *V)(Xl,X2)::; c(l + IXll

+ IX21)-2

::; c' M XQ(a:l, a:2)

= c' W(Xl,a:2)

holds, proving that (v, w) belongs to .41 .

(3.8) LEMMA. If fELl, then

KBf{a:) = KRf(a:)
holds a.lmost everywhere for L = lim
t--+o+

Proof.

f

JR.-B.

+ L f(a:)

k(y)dy .

The proof of this lemma is contained in [3] and shall not be given here.

Let (v,w) belong to the class A 1 • It is well known that for these weights there exists a
constant a> 0 such that a(l + 1a:I)-n::; w(a:), a.e .. In particular, if f E £1(w), then
f E Ll((l + 1a:J)-n), which implies that f belongs locally to Ll.
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(3.9) LEMMA. Let {Rth>o be an admissible family of intervals and let f belong to
Ll«1 + Ixl)-n). Then,
(i) for every t

> 0,

K RJ (x) is well defined almost everywhere,

(ii) the limit KRf(x)
.

=

lim KRJ(x) exists everywhere,

t-o+

(iii) for almost every point x
KBf(x)
holds with L = lim

r

= KRf(x) + Lf(x)

k(y)dy .

t_o+ JRt-Bt

Proof.
Let T > 0 and Ixl ~ T. We define h(y) = f(y) if
otherwise and h(y) == f(y) - h(Y). Then,
KRJ(X) = KRth(x)

+ KRtfa(x)

Iyl

~

2T, fl(y) = 0

.

The integral defining K Rt fa (x) exists since

r

dy < C(T) J
If(y)1 dy.
IK Rt f 2 (x)1 -< cJOBt IxIh(y)1
_ yin (Iyl +1)n .

We observe that KRtf2(X) does not depend on t for t small enough. Then by Lemma
(3.8) the limit of KRtf(x) exists almost everywhere. Moreover, since KRtfa(X) =
KBf2(X) and by Lemma (3.8), we have

+ KBh(x)
KBh(x).....; Lh(x) + KBfa(X)

KRf(x) = KRfl(X)
=

= KBf(x) - Lf(x) .

. (3.1Q) LEMMA.

Let {Rth>o be an admissible family of intervals. Let L = lim L t ,
t-+O+

Lt '= JRt-Bt k(y)dy, and (v,w) in AI. H g(x) is a bounded function with bounded
support then

Proof.

(3.11)

Since Ik(y)1 ~ c

1

Iyln ' then for

r

JRt-Bt

Ik(y)ldy

y E

Rt -

B t we have Ik(y)1 ~ cSt(Y). Thus,

~ cJ St(y)dy = c' .

On the other hand, since we assume that 9 is a bounded function with bounded support,
given ." > 0 there exists 8 > 0 such that
(3.12)

J Ig(x - y) - g(x)lv(x)dx <."
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provided that

Iyl < {j.

Therefore by (3.11) and (3.12) we get

IILg - (kXR.-B.)

* gfILl(v) :::;

IL - Ltlllgllu(v)

+ k.-B. Ik(y)1

(J

Ig(x - y) - g(x)Jv(x)dx )dy <

t:

if TJ and t are small enough.
PROOF OF THEOREM (2.1).
Since by Lemma (3.9), KRf(x) = KBf(x) - Lf(x)
a.e., from the hypothesis that KRf belongs to L1( w) we get that KB f belongs to
L1 (w). Besides we observe that Theorem A in [4]holds in the case p = 1 and r = 00 .
Then, it follows that
(a) IIKB.fllL1(v):::;

c(llfIILl(w) + IIKBfllu(w»)

for every t > 0, and

(3.13)
(b)

lim

t--->O+

IIKB.! - KBfllu(v) = O.

We have

KR.f(x) = -

f
k(y)f(x -- y)dy + KB.!(X) .
JR.-B,

The integral above is the convolution of f with the kernel key hR. -B. (y) which is
bounded by a constant times St(Y). Therefore, by Proposition (3.1) and part (a) of
(3.13), we have

Taking into account Lemma (3.9), part (iii), we obtain part (i) of the theorem. As for
part (ii) of the statement of the theorem, let 9 be a bounded function with bounded
support such that Ilf - gIILl(w) < t:. Then

IIKB.! - (kXR.-B,) * f - KBf + Lfllu(v)
:::; IIKB.! -- KBfIILl(V) + II(kXR,-B,) * (g - f)llu(v)
+ ILlllf - gllL1(v) + IILg - (k XR,-B, * gllu(v)

IIKR,f - KRfllu(v) =

Therefore, by part (b) of (3.13), Proposition (3.1) and Lemma (3.10) we obtain part (ii)
of the theorem.
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